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An erotic, fantasy adventure, this is a romantic tale of magic, emotion, and human motivation that

does not turn a blind eye to the frank sexuality of its characters. Within these pages live witches,

shapechangers, demons, and immortal beings. Turn the page and let them unveil their dark story in

the ambiance of medieval France.An ongoing collection of the first three volumes--Volume 1, The

PathMelisse dreams of another life, one in which she is no longer the servant to a noble family, one

where she can find her own destiny and make her life her own.On the eve of the arrival of the

Marechal de Barristide, an eldritch light in the forest calls out to her, giving her the hope of change

to come.The Marechal, a man marked with a vicious scar, is a man of the law of the realm, charged

with investigating a series of horrible crimes to the south. However, he has his own reasons for

visiting House Perene. Reasons that drive him to search mercilessly for the truth, no matter the

cost.His search and the fate of Melisse intertwine to form a tapestry of lust, violence, and

supernatural implications. All of which resound within a potent and robust story that draws the

reader in and does not let go.Volume 2, The HunterThe sun rises upon the blood soaked House

Perene.Evil has struck within and without and only the Marechal de Barristide can untangle the

threads of fate that wind about him in a web of intrigue and passion.His way is branded into the very

ground before him, but the Marechal must turn his course in order to seek aid from a dreaded soul.

Beings from a realm other than earth shall seek his alliance while his quarry, the servant woman,

Melisse, has disappeared, leaving only ash and dust behind her. But before taking up her trail once

more, the Marechal must submit to another's infernal desires and pay far more than he bargained

for.Here continues The Marechal Chronicles, an erotic tale of desire and merciless destruction as

the players assemble themselves to pirouette in an intricate clockwork of unflinching sexuality and

supernatural forces.Volume 3, The PreyThe paths of the Marechal de Barristide and Melisse,

runaway servant accused of a grisly murder, narrow to convergence in a seamy quarter of Licharre,

a city bordering the Ardoise mountains to the south.Lust and desire burn all that lies between them

as demons rear their ugly heads, twisting their destinies together while powers beyond those of

mankind exact their infernal desires.Blood will run before it is over and doom shall fall where it will in

this continuing story of supernatural passion and erotic romance.This edition now includes the

prequel story, The Goblin Between Her Thighs.
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I've read a few books by Aimelie Aames so far, and I really enjoy her writing. She has a way of

taking things to a different level and really creating a beautiful atmosphere for her characters that

you don't see too often anymore. I like her style of writing, too, and her writing voice really pulls me

in every time.Anyways! On to my review:What I loved about the Marechal Chronicles is just how

much you're pulled into the story right from the get go. There's no waiting around, dancing through

backstory and trying to set us up to where we want to be, it's just straight into the story, and it's

exciting right from the start. Maybe even more than exciting. The sample for this story is what really

got me excited for everything, because it's just so different, but wonderful all at once.And... from

there it gets even better. I would personally classify this story as something akin to a fantasy

adventure mixed with sort of romantic suspense tones to it. There's a lot going on and I liked that. It

switches between various perspectives, which gives you a neat look at what's going on at different

parts during different times, which was great.The Marechal and Melisse are fascinating people, too.

They have real character and personality that I liked a lot. In some regards, this story reminded me

a lot of Jacqueline Carey's Kushiel's Legacy books, which are also some of my favorites (and

they're both vaguely set in a sort of medieval/historical France, as well!).One thing I preferred in this

book compared to the usual fantasy fare is that the adventure part doesn't seem overly forced?

Sometimes that can bother me, where the characters are like... nearly forced into being a part of



something they don't exactly want to be a part of.
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